
 

 

 

 

Sade Sati and Coming 12 Months 

Report –Along with Effective 
Remedies! 

DEAR  ABC, 

  

Thanks for putting Trust in us. 

 

Your report is Given Below for your kind perusal. 

 



Your Birth Chart: 

ServiceName 

Sade sati report!   

<br> 

email id  

xyzv@ymail.com 

Month of birth 

10 

dob 

2 

year of birth 

1978 

time of birth 

9.7 

first name 

XYZ 

middle name 

last name 

ABC 

  



minutes of birth 

25 

hour of birth 

9 

place of birth 

delhi 

country 

India 

Your Over all personality traits & Destiny 

Pattern awareness would help you know how 
to use your potential for betterment: 



 



Something about your Nature and destiny that 
would help you- BONUS: 

 You have a  humanitarian and thoughtful by 

nature due to moon and shukra(venus) influence  

 You have to avoid being  stubborn, rebellious 

with the norms and  bold and eloquent in speech 

as rahu  & malefic sun(surya) has a strong 

influence on you 

 You have a religious taint of mind and have 

intuitive knowledge. You could do well in doing 

very non conventional or regressive things in 

terms of innovation or arts. Yes life might have 

more than average challenges for you. 

 You also are fairly independent and have good 

status 

 You might have musical gifts and creative nature 

due to shukra - you should explore your musical 

talents especially. 

Also 

 You could be attractive and charismatic due 

moon (lunar) and venus (shukra) influence. 

 Rahu  & Saturn/sun combination could make 

you obstinate with convincing power and may be 

dictatorial 

 You may be intelligent and good communicator 

 You could also be highly philosophical due to 

Saturn (shani) effects in nature and have good 

writing skills. 

 You may also have strong attachment to certain 

friends or people around you. 



a. The Stages of Sade Sati for You- & Effects 

based specifically on your Birth Chart: 

Ist Phase: 

 From 2017 to Jan 2020 Saturn transit the 

sign Sagittarius (sidereal). 

 Saturn or shani would get into your sixth bhava 

soon. Yes it is retrograde in now and a trouble 

maker for you and many others with Leo or 

cancer lagna and would by November get stable 

in the 6th bhava. 

 

 This transit of Saturn or shani from sixth house 

of lagna   is an auspicious transit as the sixth 

house is a house of vighna, in this transit you 

may have much better food to eat and enjoy. 

Your disease would be less and you will get 

favors form the government. 

 

 Your sexual pleasures could increase as sixth 

house rules things that are hidden and also 

people who oppose you would be subdued for 

sure. You would develop a better personality. 

You have Jupiter(guru) and moon(Chandra) 

sitting in your dhanu rashi in the 6th bhava. Your 

shani rules 7/8 bhava. 

 

 So over all still you have to take care of your 

relationships as such and job, despite the gains 

that are promised as shani rules your 8th bhava. 

You may also travel this time as the 9th bhava 

and 8th bhav connection is there ( Jupiter(guru) 



rules the 9th bhava  of good fortune and Saturn 

the 8th bhav of yours).As moon(Chandra) is 

there in the 6th bhava so you may get more 

keen into occult and astrology or Indian  or 

Vedic sciences – land deals or land /apartment 

related work could be there on the cards. 

 

 Moon(Chandra dev) or the mind has  to be kept 

positive now.No depression has to come 

in.Health needs care and also your driving as 

moon(Chandra) is in the 6th bhava an 

shani(Saturn) comes to close to the same and 

moon rules your mind. Please do YOGA regularly 

for more peaceful life. 

 

 Mars(mangal) and Venus(shukra) in the 12th 

bhava get energy from Saturn (shani) and 12h 

bhava is for foreign lands and confinement and 

also sex and expenditure. So take care of fights 

and suddenness in office or career front . Keep 

your temper cool or in control.Over all comfort 

might be a bit affected at home front as 

Venus(shukra) , the 4th bhava lord gets energy. 

 

 Your vehicle or car may need more money and 

maintenence now. 

 

 2018 might mean slow movement, take well 

thought initiatives.2019 or 2018 ending might 

mean matters could pick up more for you. 

IInd Phase: 



 Saturn would be in Capricorn for atleast 2.5 
years next(2020 onwards). 

 

 This transit of Saturn(shani) from seventh house 

of  your lagna  is not a favorable one as the 

seventh bhava is the markesha as well, so you 

need to take proper care of your sexual  conduct 

and also health of your wife or husband. 

 

 You might have to  travel more and your image 

at office could be impacted .You have to take 

care of air travel now- that is risk is there. 

Money needs proper care and mind needs to be 

kept stable now. 

 

 You may not get the required help from your 

subordinates or life partner this time.This time 

Saturn or shani ruling 8th bhava of misfortunes 

and sudden events  comes in your 7th bhava, so 

your health and also your life partner health 

needs care, you have to drive very carefully and 

maha mrityunjay japam would help you for sure. 

 

 Avoid getting into conflicts now.Luck may not be  

fully supportive as such. Male seniors need help 

at your end  and support as 9th bhava or house 

of father or father figures is aspected.AS 

suggested your marital relationships and health 

of life partner need much more care. 

 



 Peace at the family front is needed. One has to 

do the upayas.Drive carefully and keep your 

image proper in personal and professional front. 

IIIrd Phase: 

 Saturn would be in Aquarius for atleast 2.5 

years next(2023 onwards). 

 This transit of Saturn(shani)  in your eighth 

house from your  lagna  is not an auspicious 

transit and could cause loss of wealth or 

position. You need to take good care of health of 

your wife or husband and also your kids. 

 Your image has to be proper and you may be 

indicted by the government or state. You have 

to avoid women of wicked character or nature, 

as they could be source of lo of trouble now. The 

transit is considered as bad sade-sati. 

 Career or office might have unexpected issues. 

 Health and blood pressure/male senior citizens 

need care. Image and wealth flows need proper 

care. 

 Unexpected issues to image or career matters 

/ego clashes might come up on the career front. 

 Kids need proper care and avoid activity of socks 

or high risk financial activities. 

 Follow the upayas and you would be fine. 

b. Sade Sati Effective Remedies For you 

Remedies to lessen the evil impacts of Sadhe 
Sati:  

The sacred writings give numerous such measures 

including aid giving, love, keeping quick, Mantra 



droning, wearing the diamonds and so forth as could 

be successful in assuaging Saturn's abhorrent 
impact. Vedic cures of Saturn are given beneath:  

1. Treatment through spells (Mantra)  

Utilize some scholarly Brahmin or on the off chance 

that you do yourself do along these lines: the 
Saturn's Mantra:  

'OM PRAM PREEM PRAUM SAH SHANAYE NAMAH'  

Should be chanted 19,000 times in 40 days.  

To get benefic impacts of Sade-Saati on wellbeing, 

mental peace, family bliss, account and calling you 

are proposed for Maha-mrityunjaya Japa. Get the 
accompanying mantra captivated for 125000 times.  

2. Gem and Metal Therapy  

Jewel of Neelam i.e. Blue Sapphire is suggested amid 
this period.  

3. Fasting Regimen: very much suggested  

 

Keep quick on Saturday(shanivaar) and have stood 

out dinner after nightfall. These fasts are kept for 

evacuating the evil impacts of Saturn(shani) in its 
significant period or in Sadhe Saati.  

Really these fasts are continued amid the entire time 

frame when Saturn(shani) is dynamic. Since it is 

troublesome for a few people to watch the strict 



principle of fasts and the period by and large keeps 

running for a more drawn out time, so the period is 

decreased to its proportion of seven and half days 
for each year.  

You can keep quick for back to back seven entire 

days of Saturdays and the eighth Saturday ought to 

be kept half day. Break the quick in the wake of 

performing supplications to Shani Dev ideally in 

sanctuary. It might incorporate gift of Shani articles 

like mustard oil, dark sesame and conciliatory 

sentiments for the known and obscure sick karmas 

done by you. [Because Saturn is planet of discipline 

and picks up its quality in Libra whose image is 

scales-it scales the detestable and awful karmas and 
rebuffs the person.]  

The standards see in this quick is the need is given 

to Shani strotra [attached herewith] and the Shani 

katha [story] to be presented entirely when watch 
quickly.  

You can supplicate Shani Dev by keeping its 

photograph in serene posture [shani Dev has two 

structures one is the point at which he is in peace 

sitting on his throne and the other is Raudra implies 

in anger.] or ideally you can keep shani yantra 
before you.  

Perform petition of Shani Dev by offering him dark 

sesame, violet blooms [if not accessible then you can 

utilize red rose or marigold however never utilize 
white, pink or cream flowers] and offer panjiri.  



Subsequent to performing pooja you can apply a 

portion of the oil from the light to the parts you 

might experience the ill effects of the agony. It turns 
out to be helpful.  

You can eat the panjiri you kept while performing 

petitions, take milk, tea, organic product and so on 
till dusk.  

After dusk you can take typical satwik sustenance 

i.e. sustenance barring onions, garlic, tomatoes, and 
so forth.  

The photograph of Shani Yantra is joined here with. 

You can take out the print of it and causing it to 

stand.  

One may get this yantra engraved on steel and wear 

it in middle finger on Saturday- would be very 
helpful for health and happiness. 

14 7 12 

9 11 13 

10 15 8 

 

Aum sham shanaishcharaye namah aum 108 

times on Saturdays as many times you can in a 

Shani Mandir. This mantra would help to charge the 

yantra for proper benefits. Do it with devotion to 

shani devta. 

 

*Yantra- helps you significantly to channelize the 

positive energies for your benefit as they are more 

intelligent than gemstones. Remember it is a product 



you could use for lifelong! Any local jeweler could 

help you to get it prepared. 

4. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:  

Recitation of Dashratha Shani Strotra day by day till 

the end of shani sadhe sati. [attached herewith].  

5. Alms-Giving:  

At the point when breaking the Saturn – quick some 

almsgiving must be enjoyed: Donate dark cover, 

urad dal, dark tils, oil, calfskin shoes and dim bit of 

material, coarse oat or some iron utensil to a 
meriting individual.  

6. Other Remedies :  

(a) Wrap a crude cotton string seven times cycle a 

peepal tree (the blessed fig tree) on a Saturday 

evening and recount the mantra for Saturn. Light a 

light with mustard oil under the tree and look for 

absolution for any offense done intentionally or 
unconsciously before.  

 

(b) Measure a dark string equivalent to 19 times the 
length of your hand and wear it like a laurel.  

(c) On Saturday cover in an un-worked place a sweet 
made of urad heartbeat, sesame, oil and jaggery. 

c) Overview of 2017/18(coming 12 months): 



Coming 12 Months (Month By Month Break Up) 

2016-17 (Based on Combined effects Of Your 

dasha and transits) given: 

   

Sept/16  To Oct/16 

 

     In general profitability would be less and take 

care before you trust people. You could expect a 

negative attitude from people and may cause trouble 

in the head. Try to avoid bad company. 

 

This time may mean proving or possible conflicts 

with people at office or home. A kind of restart on 

certain matters. 

 

 Oct/17   To Nov/15 

     This is a time to rejoice with friends and 

relatives. People who oppose you would be  

  subdued. You would acquire wealth and health and 

may get an increase in status. 

 

Mental stress in the first part of the period has to be 

avoided. Take care of mental stress and job 

relationships. 

 

     Nov/16   To Dec/14 

     Traveling could be a problem during this time. 

Don’t simply trust anyone, no matter A friend. The 

health could be affected and take care of the food 

you take. There could be an impact on pleasures of 

bed. 

 

Travel and fun could be there. 



 

 Dec/15   To Jan/13 

     Investments have to be very carefully made. You 

may spend a lot. There is a Possibility of you being 

worried or depressed. Avoid any kind of laziness or 

getting  depressed. 

 

Unexpected work and matters may come up. There 

could be delays and frustrations as such. Avoid sharp 

conflicts now. 

 

   Jan/14   To Feb/12 

 

     This is a period when your wishes would be 

fulfilled and you would get commensurate  rewards 

to the effort you put in. You could expect less trouble 

from the health point and freedom from worries. You 

may have increased flow of money and other 

materialistic things. 

 

Enjoy the fun and outings now. 

 

 Feb/13   To March/13 

 

     This is a period when you may feel some lack of 

enthusiasm. Take care of the health of your wife and 

children. Avoid any  possible conflicts with your near 

and dear ones. You may have to travel with not 

many rewards. Stomach needs to be taken care off. 

 

First part of period may be hard with delays and 

issues try to deal with the same. 

 March/14 To April 13 



     Take special care of your health and before 

embarking on a journey- try to weigh the pros and 

cons on if you should go on it or not. Also avoid any  

kind of arguments with people who may not be in 

your favor and specially your boss in office. 

 

The latter part of the period might mean more 

responsibilities. Health needs care. 

 

 April/14 To May/13 

 

     Do exercises to keep worry at bay. It is better to 

be forgiving and not pick up quarrels. Also try to 

keep your spirits high. Avoid lending of money or 

anything else to others. 

 

The latter part of the period might mean more of 

introspection and rethinking of matters. 

 

  May/14   To June/13  

     Expect to be rewarded at your office. The success 

rate would be very high in this  period. The health 

would improve and the money inflow would also 

improve. 

 

The latter part of the period might mean a bit of 

stress and especially more work. 

 

June/14  To July/15 

 

     You may develop more cordial relationship with 

your spouse. Also expect some gains in your office in 



terms of recognition of your work. Your children may 

make you feel  proud. 

 

The latter part of the month could be emotionally 

demanding . 

 

 July/16  To Aug/15 

 

     Guard yourself. This is a time you should take 

extra care for your health. Try to be forgiving and 

avoid any clashes with near and dear ones. Try to 

maintain your position in office by maintaining a low 

profile. Keep a check on expenses. 

 

The later part of the period is more demanding and 

avoid ego issues now. 

 

 Aug/16   To Sept/15 

 

      In this month in general you could expect a 

general mental anxiety which could make you feel 

angry.  You may feel tired due to nervousness. Your 

near and dear ones may go against you. Take care of 

money/wealth in general and try to maintain your  

      Position. 

 

In the latter part of the month mental stress may be 

high. Take care by Yoga. 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 



Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 


